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FAPESP Public Policy Objectives

• Turn knowledge about methodology and metrics involved in 
international comparison of HE more transparent and understood.
• Identify processes of monitoring and internalisation of indicators used in 

international comparison. 
• Identify the components of a state public policy for performance 

indicators in public universities.
• Delineate the attributions and attributes required of the universities to

absorb and learn from international comparisons.
• Improve institutional governance, to allow Brazilian science to

understand its position both nationally and internationally to benefit
Brazilian society



Project dimensions: July 2017 to December 2019

• Associate researchers from USP, UNICAMP and UNESP 
• Executive group of senior administrators from the three universities.
• Open collaborative interface with state universities
• Monitoring and analysis of rankings and comparisons.
• Workshops USP, UNESP e UNICAMP
• Book “ Repensar a Universidade” (2018) and “Impactos para a 

Sociedade” (2019)
• Distance course for academic managers, journalists, policymakers and

other stakeholders.



São Paulo State Universities – a brief 
overview

• Three Universities fully funded by the state of São Paulo – USP, 
Unicamp and UNESP – each with a unique profile and missions. 
• Together, they represent 170,000 students (55,000 PG), 12,000 

academics and 195,000 papers indexed on Web of Science (27% of 
Brazil’s total)
• 1.63% of state GDP in R&D (compared with 1.1% nationally)
• Strong academic collaboration between the three, but loosely 

integrated at a management level.



São Paulo State Universities – the state
of ST&I indicators

• The Universities produce large numbers of indicators formed by 
organisational convenience (what is easy to measure), rather than 
importance (what matters). At management levels, Web of Science and 
Scopus and rankings results are used in an informal and ad-hoc way, and 
indicators of research volume are most common
• Indicators are very primitive, and largely productivity based meaning that:

• Universities are extremely production intensive but have few measures of impact
• Teaching indicators are based largely on number of contact hours
• KE activities very under-represented, and as a result there is a lack of measurement 

and valuation of societal and economic missions

• Public data is widely collected, but often of poor quality, and with limited 
interoperability.



São Paulo State Universities – changing 
concepts of responsibility

• Responsibility to whom?
• Drastic changes in governance have left Brazilian HE unable to respond to 

rapid change. Responsibility can no longer be enshrined in the executive.

• Changes in global order – declining influence of globalism and rules 
based international order leave higher education and scientometrics
attempting to find underlying structure and order where rules are no 
longer widely respected.
• Need to change both inside and out – universities must become more 

responsive to their immediate environments, and measurements must 
communicate this reality.



1. Internal Factors
Thematic area Driving Forces Restricting forces
Cultural/behavioural factors 
internal to the university 
population. 

Dictated by internal interests by 
majority preference, by agenda 
setting and most importantly by 
imagination.

These are often the results of 
preferences and the results of 
certain ideologies and beliefs 
about the university and the 
individual’s constituted identity 
within it. 

A general sense that the university 
could "do better" and desire to 
improve performance measures.

Introducing new metrics and 
innovative means of collection, creates 
fear of the unknown and generate 
anxiety

The need to improve communication, 
to boost motivation and improve 
academic relationships

A younger generation of faculty hires 
with international experience in 
research with new ideas and eager to 
be part of a world class university

Competing visions among areas of 
knowledge (liberal vs utilitarian) 
regarding University’s mission, time 
scale and values.

Individuals are concerned with the 
implications for themselves, with 
routine providing an impression of 
both comfort and security.

Misunderstanding of the need for/or 
purpose of performance metrics 
provoking a sense of insecurity.
Corporatism among staff and part 
of the faculty that facilitates a 
culture of entitlement



Internal Factors

• Indicators are calculative devices of transactions of knowledge 
(Callon, 2001).
• Indicators are not immutable measures that confer a greater level of 

objectivity on scientific communication, they are debateable and 
contestable representations of scientific value (Lepori, 2008)
• When indicators are used for long periods of time, they become 

naturalized.Then they become drivers of culturally produced 
ignorance (Barré, 2010). Rather than enlightening debate, they cloud 
and confuse it.



Internal factor measures

• National Forum of Indicators (First held in Unicamp, March 2019)
• Following the model set out by Barré (2010) of an indicator assessment 

forum:
• Space that brings together senior managers of research universities in Brazil 

with specialists and representatives from a variety of sectors of society.
• Discussion and proposal of new indicators.
• Discussion of new modalities and practices for using indicators responsibly.
• Articulation of demands by society representatives to universities.





External Factors

Thematic area Driving Forces Restricting forces

Social/external factors
This set of forces act from outside the 
university walls. 

The changing relations between the 
university, society and government is most 
easily understood via the triple helix model, 
wherein increasing interaction between the 
three spheres evolves the arrangements of 
each in a coevolutionary relationship, causing 
the lock-in of some changes and 
arrangements, the lock-out of others and 
presents new demands for indicators and 
behaviour for all three spheres (Leydesdorff, 
2000; Etzkowitz, 1997).

Increasing cost of inputs to ensure world 
class research resulting in high impact 
publications and in societal and economic 
benefits for society

Increased societal demands for quality 
higher education in all areas of teaching 
and extension services

Pressure by society for the university to 
demonstrate higher impact in three 
dimensions: scientific, societal, economic in 
order to justify public stable funding.

Stable and predictable funding that allows 
for long term planning.

Uncertain economic environment due to 
economic cycles and greater competition 
for resources.



External Factors

• Public hunger for information means that where universities cannot 
supply information, misleading comparisons take media attention; 
rankings are interpreted wrongly and perverse public policy incentives 
are created.
• There is a need for indicators showing impact and output of the 

universities to counterbalance the current narrative that universities 
are a ‘cost’ to society.
• Need for better indicators to guarantee long term funding of 

universities.



Multiple Stakeholder Indicator Production

• Why is it necessary?
• If indicators are contestable and debateable, rather than immutable representations, the 

identity of the indicator designer is of vital importance.
• Researchers tend to over-estimate their own impact, and they also only tend to measure 

what they already do – meaning that they often miss the parts and demands of different 
sectors. This is obvious and well known in deliberative processes, but indicators are too 
often left out.

• There is a need in ecosystems to move past the measurement of supply and towards 
reflexive measures of supply and demand.

• This is easier in theory than in practice.



Multiple Stakeholder Indicator Production
• Multi-university team (USP, Unesp, Unicamp and CHEPS – University of 

Twente) selected Araraquara (SP) (pop: 230,000) as a city case study – one 
university campus with a long history of generating local impact and 
innovation.

• Four stage methodology based on trials in European environment –
• Researcher interviews
• Documental research and public policy analysis
• Public consultation
• Piloting of indicators



Multiple Stakeholder Indicator Production



Multiple Stakeholder Indicator Production

• This model helps us to identify and begin to measure:
• The differing visions and expectations of universities between society sectors.
• Demands from society that are not fulfilled by the university
• Areas where the university creates societal impact that is not recognised by

society
• Areas where public policy support is missing
• Greater needs for provision of interlinked public data

• Because it is time consuming and highly labour intensive, the
qualitative research will inform indicator design and choice, not
supplant it.



Final Considerations

• The geopolitical context within which universities operate is moving 
unprecedentedly quickly – universities must adapt fast to new realities 
in order to serve future generations and encourage entrepreneurship 
– no more “off the shelf” solutions
• Universal concepts are becoming less important, and local ties must 

be reinforced – the Triple Helix model is especially good for this as it 
is fungible to different contexts
• Diagnosis of the internal, structural and external factors that impede 

change are necessary for planning institutional adaptation.



Thank you.
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